Ark Pioneer learning at Home
Core Curriculum
English Language – Week 11
Work to be completed
Note: For English, it is easier to do 3 days of 1-hour literature lessons, and 2 days of 1-hour
English language lessons rather than the recommended 30 mins a day of core subjects.
□ English Language lesson 1 – Reading skills
□ English Language Lesson 2 – Greek Myths 2
Support Resources
□ Additional Support Booklet – English Language Week 10:

How will this work be checked?
Each week you will be given ‘red pen work’ to carry out corrections on the learning that you are
doing at home. Please make sure this work is done and that you correct all work in your exercise
book before you complete the quiz.
You must complete the weekly quiz for English Language online and the link to those is on our
school website in the ‘quizzes’ drop-down option from ‘Home Learning’.
How much time should I be studying and what happens if I don’t finish all my work?
For core curriculum subjects you are expected to do 30min each day as a minimum. Those
subjects are English language, English literature, Maths, Science, History and Geography. These
subjects all have a weekly quiz and will be checked in on by your form teacher when they call
each week. Note: For English, it is easier to do 3 days of 1-hour literature lessons, and 2 days of 1
hour English language lessons rather than the recommended 30 mins a day of core subjects.
All other subjects are ‘Extended Curriculum’ and they should be done after you have finished the
Core Curriculum tasks for the day. You should plan to do work in different subjects each day. We
recommend that pupils do one hour per week in each of the ‘extended curriculum’ subjects.
We recognise that it is not possible for all pupils to complete all work given the exceptional
circumstance. Please speak with your form tutor about the work if it is becoming unmanageable.
Support:
These workbooks have been designed for you to work through them independently. There are
several support resources available through the links above and further help inside this booklet.
You can also complete the alternative lesson in the Additional Support Booklet if you are finding
these lessons difficult.
However, if you have really tried but are still stuck or do not understand what is being asked,
please email your form tutor with clear details of the subject, page number and question/issue
that you have.
You can also find a video of the Greek Myth Lesson here:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-myth-of-prometheus-and-the-creation-ofmankind

Why is the work in this booklet important to complete?
This work is important to complete because you will learn to write a well-structured love story with
an opening, problem, solution and happy ending. You will learn about key grammatical rules that
will make your writing more accurate and precise.
You will also learn about famous Greek myths which influenced many famous writers who you will
go on and study. We have already seen a few of these influences in the setting of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream and the story of the poem Echo and Narcissus.
Can parents, carers and siblings help?
Yes, of course! Family members can help in the following ways:
Help you check your work using the answer booklet we provide.
Help you with the planning of the story and check their writing after you have completed it using
the Mastery Checks.
Write a story at the same time as you. You could then compare your stories and check each
other’s writing.
What else can I do if I love reading and writing and I want more of a challenge?
Keep reading articles.
Complete the Aim High tasks at the end of the lessons in this booklet.

Lesson 1
1. Do Now
What do you think the following words mean? Check your answers before moving on to
the next activity.
• racism
• institution
• equality
• discrimination
• prejudice

2. Reading: Read the extract from an article.
Support – if you are finding this news article challenging or difficult, there is an alternative (other)
lesson on the same topic in the additional support booklet for week 11.
Stretch: Read the whole article here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-47161480
The article is about a young boy called Stephen Lawrence whose death changed the
police force in the UK. You can read the full article here:

Stephen Lawrence: How has his murder changed policing?
By Danny Shaw Home affairs correspondent, BBC News
• 19 February 2019

The murder of Stephen Lawrence led to a wide range of changes to
policing
Twenty years ago, an inquiry into the death of teenager Stephen
Lawrence called for an overhaul of police procedures and
attitudes towards race. But how much has changed?
One of the first acts of the Labour government in 1997 was to
announce a public inquiry into the murder of Stephen Lawrence.
The black teenager had been stabbed to death in a racist attack in
south-east London four years earlier. The case achieved national
prominence amid claims of police ineptitude, racism and corruption.

Glossary
policing – the way law
and order is enforced by
police
overhaul – to take
apart something and
examine something,
repairing if necessary
procedures – an
established (built over
time, made), official way
of doing something
Labour – one of the
main political powers
who came back into
power in 1997
public inquiry – major
investigations for public
(everyone’s) concerns
national prominence –
important for the whole
country
amid – surrounded by,
in the middle of
ineptitude – lack of skill
or ability

Cluny – a place
shockwaves – a quick,
moving sense of shock
institutional – to do
When the inquiry report was published, in February 1999, it
with an institution
created shockwaves through policing.
central – main
marred - spolit
'Institutional racism'
professional
incompetence – failure
Its central conclusion was that the investigation into Mr Lawrence's
to do a job properly and
killing had been "marred by a combination of professional
be professional
incompetence, institutional racism and a failure of leadership".
profound – very great
or intense
The findings in the 350-page report, particularly the charge of
implemented – put into
"institutional racism", have had a profound effect on the culture,
place or effect
operations and practices of the Metropolitan Police Service, other
forces across England and Wales and the wider criminal justice
proposals –
system.
suggestions or ideas
chaired – lead
Sir William's inquiry made 70 recommendations. By the time of the
liaison – person or
10-year anniversary, the Home Office said 67 of them had been partly contact and support
or fully implemented.
fundamental –
important, necessary
paved the way –
allowed this to happen,
lead to
acquitted – found notguilty
prosecuted – being
charged for going
against the law
fresh - new
compelling – evoking
interest in or attention in
a powerfully irresistible
way, not able to be
resisted
emerges – becomes
obvious/known,
becomes visible
Sir William Macpherson chaired the inquiry
legal reform – change
in law
They included a number of practical proposals to improve murder
resisted – tried to
investigations and the treatment of victims of crime, such as first-aid
prevent or stop
training and dedicated family liaison officers - fundamental changes
something
that have made a lasting difference.
enabled – to make
The inquiry also paved the way for a change in the law so that
able, give power to
suspects acquitted of serious crimes could be prosecuted again
convicted – declared
where fresh and compelling evidence emerges. This legal reform guilty
which was resisted by some lawyers and judges - enabled one of the
men suspected of Stephen's murder, Gary Dobson, to be put on trial
for a second time: in 2012, he was convicted, along with David Norris.
The inquiry - led by retired High Court judge Sir William Macpherson
of Cluny - heard evidence from 88 witnesses and considered 100,000
pages of statements and documents.

Understanding 1: True / false statements
Read the statements below and decide if they are true or false.
A. The article was written in 2018. FALSE
B. The inquiry into the murder of Stephen Lawrence was enacted by the Conservative Party in
1997. FALSE
C. The inquiry into Stephen’s death was lead by Danny Shaw. FALSE.
D. The inquiry report was published in February 1999. TRUE
E. The Macpherson Report concluded that the police were institutionally racist. TRUE
F. Some of the suggestions made in the report included first-aid training and family liaison
officers. TRUE
G. This inquiry lead to a change in law giving police less power. FALSE – it changed it so that
suspects acquitted of serious crimes could be prosecuted again where fresh and
compelling evidence emerges.
H. Garby Dobson and David Norris were eventually convicted for Stephen’s murder. TRUE

Vocabulary 1: Definitions
Find the definition of each of these words in the glossary which is next to the extract above. Write
it out and copy, cover check it.
overhaul
implemented

compelling
ineptitude

enabled
emerged

amid

Vocabulary 2: Practice
Now show your understanding of the words above by filling in these gaps.
Stretch: Write another fill in the black activity another student could fill out to test their
understanding of all these words.
1. The headteacher _____________ the new policies and rules after researching government
guidance.
2. The employee’s _____________________ unfortunately let to his dismissal (fired from his job).
3. Despite her _____________________argument, her mother still did not allow her to have ice
cream for breakfast.
4. Hard work, focus and dedication ___________ him to be successful with his start-up business.
5. It soon ________________________that he was lying all along so his parents grounded him.
6. _______________ all the chaos, Darren still managed to grab the tickets with his eyes closed!
7. The students demanded a complete _____________ of school policy because they were
bored of homework. Their protests did not work.

Understanding 2: How does this article make you feel? (this is a stretch
task)
Here are some possible words to describe how a reader might feel in response to this article.
•
•

enraged
annoyed

•
•

shocked
surprised

•
•

grateful
relieved

Pick one of the words which you think sums up how a reader would feel. Write a few sentences
explaining what word you have chosen and why, using quotations if you can.

There are further Stretch/Aim High tasks at the end of the lessons in this booklet.

Lesson 2
Lesson 2 – The Myth of Prometheus
2.1

Do Now

Answer these questions in your book. They do not need to be in full sentences.
1. What does ‘Ancient’ mean?
2. What does ‘myth’ mean?
3. Why did the Ancient Greeks create myths?

2.2

Reading
Read the following information about the Myth of Prometheus

If words are used
interchangeably,
you can use
either word.

To be resourceful
and selfsufficient means
to be able to
survive on your
own

2.3

Check-in questions

We know that Greek myths were used by Ancient Greeks to explain the world around
them. This myth is about how life began.
1. Who is Zeus?
2. What have we learnt about Prometheus and Epimetheus already?
3. What do you think will happen in the story?

2.4

Reading

You are now going to read the Myth of Prometheus. Keep your pen in your hand and
write down bullet points to keep a track of things that happen.

Fashioned created
Immortal – can
never die

Envy - jealousy

Distribute – give
out
Qualities – things
like appearance
and personality
which make us
who we are

Sympathised –
felt sorry for
Wrath – anger

Mortals – those
who die (in this
case, humans)

Frail – weak

Deception dishonesty

Retribution –
punishment
Torturous –
terrible and
harmful

2.5

Comprehension questions

Answer each question in a full sentence in your book.

2.6

Quotation hunting (this is a stretch task)

Below are five statements about what happens in the Myth of Prometheus. Using your
knowledge of what makes a good quotation, write out each statement along with a
quotation to support it.
Remember, a good quotation:
•
•
•

Shows that the statement is accurate.
Does not repeat the statement.
Last no more than two lines of your writing.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Epimetheus forgets to save some qualities for man.
Zeus’ children were sympathetic and helped Prometheus.
Prometheus taught mankind a great deal.
Mankind was a weak species.
Prometheus was punished severely.

Challenge and Aim High tasks
Lesson 1
Write your own article or story about an injustice that was investigated or an event that changed
the UK or the world, trying to use as much of the vocabulary you have learnt from this article.
Some ideas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The invention of the internet
The abolition of slavery
WW1 or WW2
Civil Rights Movements
Invention of printing press
Inventions of cars
Obama becoming president
Gay marriage being legalised
Creation in parliament
1066 – Battle of Hasting
Suffragette Movement

Lesson 2
•

•

Retell the Myth of Prometheus, either:
o As a storyboard of 6 pictures
o As a fairy tale
o As a poem
Write about what you think the moral of the story is. Use examples from the text to
back up your ideas.

Answers
Lesson 1
1. Do Now
What do you think the following words mean? Check your answers before moving on to
the next activity.
• Racism is where someone thinks you’re inferior (less worthy) because of your
colour, ethnicity, nationality or race. This can result in them treating you differently
or unfairly.
• Institution – an organization, can be an established official organisation that has an
important role in society
• equality – means things are fair and balanced, especially in status, rights or
opportunities
• discrimination – treating somebody differently or unfairly because of something
they cannot control e.g. your race or gender
• prejudice – having opinions that are not based in reason, judging somebody
without knowing them

Understanding 1: True / false statements
I. The article was written in 2018. FALSE
J. The inquiry into the murder of Stephen Lawrence was enacted by the Conservative Party in
1997. FALSE
K. The inquiry into Stephen’s death was lead by Danny Shaw. FALSE.
L. The inquiry report was published in February 1999. TRUE
M. The Macpherson Report concluded that the police were institutionally racist. TRUE
N. Some of the suggestions made in the report included first-aid training and family liaison
officers. TRUE
O. This inquiry lead to a change in law giving police less power. FALSE – it changed it so that
suspects acquitted of serious crimes could be prosecuted again where fresh and
compelling evidence emerges.
P. Garby Dobson and David Norris were eventually convicted for Stephen’s murder. TRUE

Vocabulary 2: Practice
Now show your understanding of the words above by filling in these gaps.
Stretch: Write another fill in the black activity another student could fill out to test their
understanding of all these words.
8. The headteacher implemented the new policies and rules after researching government
guidance.
9. The employee’s ineptitude unfortunately let to his dismissal (fired from his job).
10. Despite her compelling argument, her mother still did not allow her to have ice cream for
breakfast.
11. Hard work, focus and dedication enabled him to be successful with his start-up business.
12. It soon emerged that he was lying all along so his parents grounded him.
13. Amid all the chaos, Darren still managed to grab the tickets with his eyes closed!
14. The students demanded a complete overhaul of school policy because they were bored
of homework. Their protests did not work.

Understanding 2: How does this article make you feel?
This is difficult to provide an answer for as you many have different opinions. Take a
moment to check whether you answer makes sense. Have you used evidence from the
article?

Lesson 2
2.1
1. Ancient – belonging to the distant past
2. Myth – a traditional story, especially about people
3. The Ancient Greeks wrote myths to explain why things were the way they were

2.3
1. Who is Zeus?
Zeus was the ruler of the Gods and could punish anyone – including Gods – for bad
behaviour.
2. What have we learnt about Prometheus and Epimetheus already?
Prometheus and Epimetheus are twin brothers.
Prometheus is the more intelligent brother.
Epimetheus forgets to give humans anything for survival.
3. What do you think will happen in the story?
Check back over your answer after reading the story. Were you right?

2.5

2.6
Here are some of the acceptable quotations to use. You do not have to have chosen
these quotations to be correct.
1. Epimetheus forgets to save some qualities for man.
“He thought he was finished, but then realised he had forgotten mankind, who was
naked and defenceless.”
2. Zeus’ children were sympathetic and helped Prometheus.
“They risked the wrath of their father’s thunderbolts, and taught Prometheus their
knowledge of arts and crafts.”
3. Prometheus taught mankind a great deal.
“He taught them to read and write; to understand their environment; to build
houses…”
4. Mankind was a weak species.
“Man, frail as he was, became master of his environment.”
5. Prometheus was punished severely.
“He began his retribution by commanding his son Hephaestus to imprison
Prometheus in torturous conditions.”

